REVL

Finding the stuff you want to go to in London is now as
simple as REVLing it.
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
21 NOVEMBER 2016 - The biggest events app to hit the UK has arrived in London, making the dreams of the capital’s
culture vultures come true. With over 100k events and counting, REVL makes missing out a thing of the past and going
to the events that interest you a priority. Discover exhibitions, major gigs, the UK’s hottest festivals, sports fixtures, local
events and more, all in one place.
REVL has teamed up with over 300 of the city’s most influential venues, brands and organisations to offer a plethora of
experiences that every Londoner will enjoy. Users can find full programmes from The British Museum, Roundhouse,
Tate, Royal Albert Hall, Night Tales and many more. They can also create personalised PLAYlists that keep them
in-the-know with event updates from their favourite sports teams, artists, performers and venues.
REVL is currently in a limited release phase. Free to download, users will need a code to unlock the app during this
time.
Please note that REVL is currently available on iPhone only. Android will follow in early 2017.
For further enquiries please email Jennifer Roebuck: jen@revl.world
About REVL
“REVL means to revel. It can also mean REVeaL - revealing the greatest events in your city; REVoLution - starting a
revolution in the events space; and REVeLation - to have a moment when you discover something new and it clicks with
your desires or interests.”
The brainchild of four minds from the hospitality, fashion, media and tech space; REVL was based on the frustration of
not being able to find everything they wanted to go to in one place. 18 months and 18 employees later, REVL was born
with one mission: to become the most exhaustive events app on the market. And we won’t stop there.

